Issue of the flow of the transport current through multilayered high-temperature superconductors is considered, depending on the direction of the electric current towards the surface of the superconducting CuO 2 layers. For configuration of the current flow inside of the layers and for perpendicular magnetic field, it will be considered the current limitations connected with interaction of pancake type vortices with nano-sized defects, created among other during fast neutrons irradiation. So it makes this issue associated with work of nuclear energy devices, like tokamak ITER, LHC and actually developed accelerator Nuclotron-NICA, as well as cryocables. Phenomenological analysis of the pinning potential barrier formation will be in the paper given, which determines critical current flow inside the plane. Comparison of theoretical model with experimental data will be presented too as well as influence of fast neutrons irradiation dose on critical current calculated. For current direction perpendicular to superconducting planes the current-voltage characteristics are calculated basing on model assuming formation of long intrinsic Josephson's junctions in layered HTc superconductors.
Introduction
High temperature oxide superconductors are characterised by specific crystal structure in which copper-oxide layers are alternated with buffer layers, providing the electric charge to them. Electric properties of such subtle two dimensional structure of CuO 2 planes and of CuO one dimensional chains, are very sensitive to the disturbances caused for instance by fast neutrons irradiation. Influence of nano-defects on current-voltage characteristics of HTc superconductors for intra-layered current is investigated in first part of this paper, while in second it will be given analysis of interlayered currents. In Fig. 1 is shown the creation of nano-sized defects as the result of the fast neutrons irradiation, in the form of vacancies ( ), as well as inter-site atoms (0), raised in secondary process of knocking them out by initially irradiated atoms. Important task from the point of view of applications HTc superconductors in power devices as cryocables, investigated in the present paper, is issue in which way structure of HTc multi-layered superconductors influences the process of current flow through these materials. The inside-plane critical current has been determined by interaction of magnetic flat pancake type vortices with nanosized defects, while multilayered structure of HTc superconductors influences this interaction because pancake vortices from neighbouring layers attract, while in the same layer repulse. Perpendicular to layers critical current has been described by intrinsic Josephson's effects. Analysis of energy [1] of captured on nano-sized pinning centre pancake vortex allows to determine then potential barrier which after taking into account the elasticity energy of vortex lattice brings the final form:
In Eq. 1 Hc is thermodynamic critical magnetic field, l thickness of superconducting layer, d width of pinning center,  coherence length, parameter e describes elasticity shear module of vortex lattice, i=j/jC is reduced to critical jC, transport current density j. Expression on potential barrier for flux creep process U allows to determine then current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. Results of fitting theoretical model to experimental data measured on BiPbSrCaCuO sample is shown in Fig. 3 in the function of magnetic induction. Quite good agreement is observed here. Fig. 3 presents the results of calculations in this model of the influence of fast neutrons irradiation on the critical current of HTc superconductor. Initial increase of critical current is observed for pure sample, which is followed then by the gradual decrease of critical current, connected with damaging of superconductor structure. 
in Eq. 2 denotes the normal part of total current connected with electrical conductivity  and capacitance C of junction, leading to resistive, loss component of current in such long junction. The solution of Eq. 2 depends on considered geometry, which simplest case shown in Fig. 4 , described by periodic boundary conditions, is annular junction of large diameter. Josephson's vortex moving in such junction treated as solition emits then radiation, which allows to use this junction as microwave generator. For such simple cylindrical geometry the solution of Eq. 2 has been found in perturbation procedure [2] [3] [4] in the form of travelling wave. Calculated according to this I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 5 and indicate on significance of resistive component, described by parameter  for shape of these characteristics in long Josephson's junctions. It together with geometry of junction allows to receive appropriate range of emitted irradiation and sensitivity of device. At this purpose there appear the projects to profile the geometrical shape of long Josephson's junctions and beside this annular shape also junctions like Eiffel's tower form and others are made. Appearance in such junctions of vortices allows to use them next in new type of electronic devices, which is called vortex electronics. Simplest case is using these junctions with vortex in digital logic devices, as computers. Appearance or lack of vortex can be treated as logic signal of the form yes or not, while great advantage of such solution is extremely short time of switching determined by Josephson's plasma frequency of the range picoseconds (10 −12 s). Important would be too applications of these long junctions as emitters of radiofrequency waves, which idea is shown in Fig. 4. 
Conclusions
In the paper is presented analysis of effects determining the process of flow electric current through multi-layered HTc oxide superconductors. Especial attention is directed to analysis of the inside-layers current and potential barrier formation, describing the capturing pancake vortices on nano-sized defects, arising especially in superconducting windings of the nuclear accelerators. The case of perpendicular to the superconducting layers current is investigated too basing on analysis of long Josephson's junction formation between superconducting layers. Phase shift of wave function between superconducting layers is described then by sine-Gordon equation. Possibility of application long Josephson's junctions in vortex electronics is described. Current-voltage characteristics have been calculated in both cases and fitted to experiment for pinning interaction, leading to good agreement.
